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ELEKTROR AIRSYSTEMS
For the past 95 years, Elektror airsystems gmbh
has been synonymous with high-performance
products and system solutions when it comes to
ensuring air is used efficiently as an operating
medium in industrial processes.
“We make air work“ is our slogan – and is what
defines our actions. We always take an holistic
approach and combine extraordinary product
quality with competent support for integration
and individual configuration.
Efficient production is the key to success. At our
highly modern production centres we manufacture products according to strict quality standards and thereby create the foundation for
top-quality ventilation solutions. We also produce motors at our own motor construction site.
We are based in Germany and know what

“MADE IN GERMANY” means – we act in the
same way worldwide. We allow both one-pieceflow as well as series production.
Our claim for the Elektror brand is clear: we want
to be the best!
Whether at the headquarters in Ostfildern or at
the production centres in Waghäusel and Chorzów (PL), we strive for perfection every day.
Elektror airsystems is run by a foundation and
combines the benefits of a medium-sized company with the performance of a Global Player in
a very special way.
With a worldwide sales and service network, we
are always close to our customers.

SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Our experts have specialised in the optimal design and calibration of the components in such
a system.
If the ventilator or side channel blower is installed
correctly, you will enjoy energy savings and improved performance of the unit. That's why it is
all the more important to install the ventilator into
the existing system intelligently, so that it can provide maximum performance.
The factors influencing this performance are the
pipes' diameters and lengths, bends and other resistance impacting the flow. Just like in an orchestra,
each component of a system must be perfectly coordinated to the parts of the system carrying the air.
The Elektror-specific knowledge regarding the
construction and design of ventilation systems
led to the decision to create the “Systems and

Solutions” department. The objective is to create
installation-ready and individual complete solutions that are coordinated to the system according to relevant requirements, based on decades
of experience and close collaboration with customers in all industries and applications.

SINGLE SOURCE SUPPLIER
We take on the ventilation part of your system.
This results in a complete, ready-for-installation,
solution.
After a preliminary discussion, you will receive a
rough plan from us which will meet your budget.
Following this meeting, the engineering and production of the ventilation system is done in coordination with you. We will also be happy to take
on the electronic connection to the existing
system.
Our goal is to relieve you of as much work as possible. Furthermore, you also receive a complete
energy-efficient solution, including documentation.

THE PRINCIPLE
Step 1:
PLANNING THE SYSTEM
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Whether it concerns a drying module which is
ready for installation, or an air cabinet equipped
with diverse apparatus and functional units: The
variance and the associated challenges are as diverse as the machinery and plant engineering. Put
your ventilation projects in our hands and you will
get an energy-efficient system.

Step 2:
COORDINATION WITH THE
ELEKTROR EXPERTS

Step 3:
ROUGH PLANNIN
AND BUDGET
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YOUR ADVANTAGES
The advantages of a system solution:
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■

„Plug-and-Play“:
Installation-ready complete solution

■

Individual:
Custom-tailored design of the system

■

Cost-efficient:
Energy and cost savings

■

Reliable:
We look after your ventilation technology

■

„All-in-One":
Solutions from a one-stop shop

■

Professional:
Decades of practice in design and
construction

“No matter how highly efficient your
ventilator may be, in the end it is all for
naught if the air flow in the system has
to be forced through pipes that are
dimensioned insufficiently or
past sharp edges.“
Christian Matzke, Sales Force
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Step 4:
ENGINEERING AND
MANUFACTURE
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Step 5:
INSTALLATION-READY DELIVERY
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CENTRAL AIR SUPPLY
Industry:

Elektror's performance:

Digital printing machines for cans and tubes

■

Project:

■
■

Development of a project-related system solution for a central air supply both on the suction and the pressure side.
The result is a compact and separate air cabinet that provides an assembly-ready electrical
ventilation technology connection. The advantages here are the reduction of heat development and noise emission as well as easy maintenance possibilities.

■
■
■
■

Design of individual devices that meets
the respective requirements
Construction of the air cabinet
internal pipeline design
Execution and placement of the electrical
and ventilation-related interfaces
Cooling air calculation
Complete “plug-and-play” delivery
Approval of the air cabinet with measurements on site at the client's premises

AIR CABINET
Content of the air cabinet:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Low-pressure ventilator 2D 052
Medium-pressure ventilator RD 10
High-pressure ventilator HRD 1 T FUK - 105/1.1
Side channel blower 1SD 710 - 50/4.0
Side channel blower 1SD 810 - 50/5.5
Side channel blower 2SD 520 - 50/4.0

Technical Data:
■
■
■

Vacuum/pressure -355 mbar up to +500 mbar
Volume flows
3.8 m3/min to 30 m3/min
Power output
0.56 kW up to 5.5 kW

„Machines and plant manufacturers are
no longer only looking for individual
components. They are looking for a
complete ventilation technology
solution for their application.“
Rainer Balle, Product Management

DRYING
Industry:

Elektror's Performance:

Cleaning systems

■

Project:

■
■

Development of a module used for the drying
of parts.
An air heater is used to achieve a circulating air
temperature of 170°C, which then dries the products using aerosol precipitation. The advantages of our solution lie in the energy and cost savings. The required heating capacity is minimised
through the use of a closed circulation system.
Thanks to its compact construction, the drying
module can also be used in systems in confined
spaces without a problem.

■
■
■
■

Design of the ventilator that meets the
respective requirements
CFD flow simulation
Aerosol precipitator
Construction air box
Measurement in the lab
Complete “plug-and-play” delivery
Approval of the air box on site at the
client's premises

Content of the drying module:
■
■
■

High-pressure blower HRD 1 T FUK - 105/0.75
Tube air heater
Aerosol precipitator

EXTRACTION
Industry:

Elektror's Performance:

Ionisation systems

■
■

Project:

■
■

The development of a mobile module which is
used for the extraction of ionised air. The challenge here was to keep the extraction output
constant, regardless of how contaminated the
filter is. The system communicates via the touch
panel or interface. A sensor-guided control
system guarantees the desired extraction output. Thanks to its mobile and compact design,
the extraction module can easily be positioned
and used on different types of systems.

Design of the ventilation system
Construction of the extraction system
Programming the control system
Complete “plug-and-play“ delivery

Content of the extraction module:
■
■
■
■
■

High pressure blower HRD 14 T FUK - 105
Siemens-Logo control unit
Frequency inverter Kostal INVEOR
Maintenance unit incl. Valves
Coarse and fine filter G4 and F7

DRYING
Industry:

and 3 kW were possible. It has been possible to
increase the air speed from 25 m/s to 40 m/s.

Hygiene articles
Elektror's Performance:
Project:
■

Drying box, incl. fine F5 filter, for glass flasks.
Glass flasks are used in the production of condoms and are washed in the system after each
cycle. The wetness which deposits on the glass
flasks during the washing cycles, is dried using
the Elektror System. The box fulfils the applicable hygiene regulations. At the same time, the
noise level is reduced thanks to the sound-insulation measures. The customer can now power
the drying nozzles, which have a total length of
3 m, with 5.5 kW - previously 1 metre nozzles

■
■
■

Calculation of the necessary speeds
Design of the fan
Construction and planning
Production and air-flow measurement

Content of the drying module:
■
■
■
■

High-pressure blower A-HP 305/30-120/5.5
Pre-installed frequency inverter
Air nozzles of different lengths
F5 fine filter

COOLING
Industry:

Elektror's Performance:

Steel industry

■
■

Project:
■

The cooling of forged parts. Forged parts have
to be cooled from approx. 1200 °C to below
600 °C. By calculating and with the help of a
simulation program, the previous motor output
could be reduced by 25%. This was accomplished by aligning the nozzles differently and
thanks to optimised piping. At the same time,
the volumetric flow was increased by
3000 m³/h to 4200 m³/h. The benefit for the
customer is thereby the increased throughput
together with an energy saving.

■

Design of the ventilation system
Calculation and simulation of the cooling 		
performance
Construction of the cooling unit
Assembly and delivery

Content of the cooling module:
■
■
■

Low pressure blower S-LP 225/92-50/5.5
Piping incl. y-pieces/manifolds etc.
Mounting base for wall assembly

AIRSTREAM
Industry:

Elektror's Performance:

Automobile

■
■

Project:

■

The design and delivery of test stand fans which
should be adjustable on two axes by a single
operator. At the same time, the cooling parameters can be programmed via a frequency inverter. As there is no airstream at the test stands,
the blowers take on this function. The advantage of the Elektror solution is that the blow position can be easily adjusted. This makes the flexible positioning of diverse test specimens
possible. Using an electric screwdriver, the test
engineer can easily set the height.

■

The fan is designed to meet your needs
Construction in close coordination with you
Setting the parameters of the frequency
inverter
Complete “plug-and-play” delivery

Content of the test stand blower:
■
■
■
■

Low-pressure blower D 072
Frequency inverter Kostal INVEOR
Frame incl. adjustable unit
Electrical components

HOT AIR
Industry:

provide the desired volumetric flow.

Heating Technology

Elektror's Performance:

Project:

■
■

Air purge and hot air blower unit. This unit is designed for a thermal wheel. Air purge mode: 1x
blower in operation and 2x redundant blowers
in alternate operation. Preservation mode: both
blowers in operation, in parallel. In the event of
redundant mode, where only one of the two
fans is active, the built-in flap valves prevent air
entering and ensure that the desired volume of
air, approx. 2400 m³/h, is provided. In the event
of parallel operation, both damper flaps open independently, due to the flow mechanism, to

Design of the ventilation system
Calculation of the pipe cross-sections

Content of the hot air blower unit:
■
■
■

Medium-pressure blower S-MP 600/54-50/11
Piping incl. flap valves etc.
Base console incl. vibration dampener

CENTRAL VACUUM SUPPLY
Industry:
Paper and printing industry
Project:
A central solution which is used to provide a vacuum for a cutting system. This guarantees the
secure positioning of the product during the cutting process, regardless of whether film, paper
or cardboard. To make the maintenance and repair easier, the blowers and compressors have
been removed from the unit and placed centrally
in a cabinet. In close coordination with the customer, the position of the equipment in the cabinet is determined, and installed, according to
their needs. Another benefit is that it prevents
heat developing in the machine frame. The

piping installed in the cabinet, incl. the defined
connections, simplifies assembly and saves space in the customer system.
Elektror's Performance:
■
■
■

Equipment selected based on requirements
Construction in close coordination with the 		
customer
Complete delivery

Content of the vacuum module:
■
■
■
■

Low-pressure blower D 05, D 082
High-pressure blower HRD 60 FUK
Side channel compressor 2SD 720
Modular cabinet system

CALCULATING AIR FLOW?
With Smart Air, it's easy!

Download the Elektror
App for free now!

The intelligent app for the quick and easy calculation of the key air ventilation figures in one unit.
It can easily detect pressure drops in a pipe system, the air
speed and the energy demand. The app also works offline and all calculations can be saved and sent by email.

Elektror airsystems gmbh
73760 Ostfildern
Telefon: +49 711 31973-0
Telefax: +49 711 31973-5000
info@elektror.com
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